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T

his CD includes a
wonderful selection
of flute works by Polish,
Czech, and Hungarian
composers. It is refreshing to hear the betterknown works with pieces
that deserve introduction. Riner and pianist Theresa Bogard perform with excellent precision and create exquisite moods and
characters to demonstrate the epic nature of these Eastern Gems.
Polish composer Tadeusz Zygfryd Kassern’s three-movement Sonatina for flute and piano presents evocative colors.
The meandering opening mood of the first movement
becomes playful for a while before returning to the original
reflective spirit. The slower, melancholic feeling in the second
movement is ornamented with beautifully shaped trills. My
favorite moments happen when the sparse piano accompaniment allows the flute to float and evoke as she wishes. We are
awakened from our reverie by lilting rhythms and smooth
passagework in the third movement.
The creative atonal writing of Marta Ptaszńska’s Variations
for Flute (1967) allows the flutist to explore interesting sound
textures. I love the gritty, flutter-tongue moments that turn on
a whim into floating melodies with mournful pitch bends.
I have always believed that portions of the first movement
of Jindrich Feld’s Sonata for Flute and Piano sounded in a
great way like cartoon music. Riner captures the bright and
cheery nature so beautifully that when there is that sudden
foreshadowing of a darker mood, one cannot help but sit up
and listen for what will happen next in this adventure. Due to
the very “cute” ending of the first movement, we are jolted in
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T

his CD is filled with
variety, sonority, and
style performed with
elegance and sensitivity by two marvelous
masters of the flute and a pianist whose touch seems never to
fail. In addition to many old favorites (Franz Doppler’s
Andante and Rondo, Op. 25; Friedrich Kuhlau’s Trio in G
Major, Op. 119), we’re treated to Three Duos (Theobald
Böhm-Felix Mendelssohn-Franz Lachner) and J.S. Bach’s Trio

the second movement from our light-hearted mood by piano
bursts against the mournfully languid flute line. The exquisitely eerie flute color after the piano solo captures the mood
perfectly and prepares us for the drama and fireworks of the
end. The perpetual motion of the fast passagework in the last
movement is handled beautifully, and the sparkling, comical
ending whisks us out of this sonata’s tale.
The first piece of Feld’s Quatre Pièces for unaccompanied flute,
Méditation, presents wandering flute lines that become more or
less agitated as they unfold, as if it is a struggle to find peace in
deep thought. The playful Caprice utilizes ascending “eastern”
scales that seem to be a trademark in much of this music. Feld
creates an homage to Bartok in Intermède; Bartokian elements
are pervasive in the irregular meters, the folksong-inspired
melodies, and the use of rubato imitating the humor of a
Hungarian folksong artist. Our ears are made dizzy by the danceinspired Burlesque that whirls and twirls to the end.
Bohuslav Martinû’s Scherzo for flute and piano sounds like
a challenge to coordinate rhythmically, but Riner and Bogard
make it sound effortless. The overall character of this piece is
light, and even as the mood darkens, the performers demonstrate their keen abilities by keeping the energy buoyant.
In the latter half of the 20th century, film composer Miklós
Rózsa (Ben-Hur) wrote six unaccompanied works, one of them
for flute. This Flute Sonata (1983) contains three movements
and hints at many of Ròzsa’s musical influences. Jaunty rhythms
in addition to bluesy notes suggest an American influence, while
the changing meters and moods reflect more classical roots.
The final piece of this CD is a short and sweet Sonatina for
flute and piano by Danuta Uhl. According to the liner notes,
this is a popular test piece used in Eastern European universities. Although it is a relatively short, three-movement work, it
is packed with a full palette of colors and playful rhythms.
Perhaps this piece will feature more prominently in Western
performances one day.
—Tess Miller
Sonata in G Major, BWV 1039. But perhaps the most surprising inclusion—and I love it—is Doppler’s Duettino on
American Motifs, Op. 37.
As the carefully written liner notes indicate, the early 19thcentury fascination with America found expression in the
works of such composers as Antonin Dvorak (New World
Symphony) and, less familiarly perhaps, Doppler, who dedicated this work to the “high hopes” he held for the emerging
new nation. Four tunes are elaborated: “Hail Columbia,” “The
Star Spangled Banner,” “The Boatman Dance,” and finally,
“the famed theme from ‘Yankee Doodle,’ which becomes a
technical tour de force and exciting ending via Doppler’s gifted composition.”
My only caveat with this production—and others, too, that
I’ve seen recently—is that the musical liner notes are printed
in tiny typeface against a dark background, making them difficult to read easily.
—Cynthia Stevens
nfaonline.org
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